


My sister and I May 1972. Life was easy back then.

Jumping to Conclusions

Throughout this issue there are many of my own writings reflecting
myself and my own thoughts. By reading* this issue you will have a bet-
ter idea of who I am, what I’m like and what my thoughts are (take every-
thing with a grain of salt though). However, that is not the sole intention
of the stories within. My main objective is for me to show that most Peo-
ple a the same. We all have problems, some major, some minor, but
none worth the worry. Perhaps by getting an idea of who I am you will
analyze yourself to get a bcttcr idea of who you “really” are. Maybe your
in a wheelchair, or overwhelmed with problems, perhaps your indifferent
or maybe your just the average Joe. Try not to be influenced/intimated by
what others are doing, they probably don’t care about you anyhow. If
things can be bcttcr then do something to change your situation, don’t just
sit on your arse waiting for something to happen, because it won’t. I’ve
done it so I should know. Of course I say more than I do--doesn’t every-
body. Some might say I should not give advice I do not take myself--the
definition of a hypocrite by the way. If I listened to that reasoning then I
doubt I’d be publishing this zine. I try to take my own advice but some-
times it is hard. Me being the coy person I am not to mention I’m not the
“best” looking person around. A lot changes in 20 years you know. It is
not easy to build up a sturdy self confidence, especially with people wait-
ing around the next corner to knock you down. Can you look beyond

this? Will society let you? So, how you look (appearance) is a big factor unfortunately. The question isn’t what can you do but rather what
will you do!

What does the future hold? As for this zinc I guarantee at least one more issue which I hope to have out around late summer. The next is-
sue will only contain stuff by myself, consisting of mainly art and rants. After that I shall take a break from doing FB and concentrate on
school and other aspects of my life. I guess my main reason for this decision is the disappointing response rate for the zine not to forget that
many people let me down. I guess my expectations of others is too high.

Anyhow, as I finish off this section I must note that the last four months of 1991 have been extremely depressing for me. Let down after let
down--non stop disappointment. And just when things were going fairly well something else went wrong. So 1991 started off great but end-
ed up like shit. Of course when you rely too much on others you arc bound to be let down some time. But what can you do? College is truly
where one learns about depression, let downs and a bunch of other crap. When you arc given a lemon make lemonade but when you arc given
a bunch of lemons just run away.

In closing this zine out I will hope for a revival  in requests and replies. 1 think 1 will stop keeping a list of who and when I write to people
as well because that seemed to add to my deurcssion. I seem to have
hit a black wall, however life continues. I'm getting up, and I’m Icav-
ing.-- 12/12/91

I think it is appropriate, me being the editor and all, to shrink the
type a bit and say a few more things before sending you off on your
reading venture. First off arc the fonts. I used this, which is Times,
Palatino and Bookman for all about 95% of what you will be read-
ing. Also I used Avant Garde, and Helvetica, but rather sparsely. I
used mainly 9 and 10 point fonts--this being a 9 point font.

The halftones in this zine will probably consist of a mixture between
photo shot, photo copied and computer generated.  This is due to the
cost of the photo halftones which run around $13 for a 11x14 gang shot
which allows some pictures to come out good and others not so good.

Another brilliant idea I had was to put a “saying” on the bottom of
all the pages in this zinc. All of the sayings were thought up during the
last two weeks of the Fall semester while I was attending college.
Many express the anger and depression I was going through at the time
so keep this in mind when  reading them--just so you don’t think they
seem a little immature. You will be amazed by what I went through;
perhaps you will be able to feel what I felt.

One final note is that there may be a few grammar and spelling mis-
takes within this issue. Spelling will be kept to a minimum by using
this spell checker however I’m the editor and I’m the editor so grammar
is another story. As long as I get my point across then my job has been
done. There are no English teachers here so anything goes. Ain’t that
the truth. Ok, that is it, I am done...the  zine is done...everyone  is hap-
py...well,  maybe not everyone...but  at least me. Explosion--12/19/91

*Footnote: Many of the articles I have written herein contain sub-
jects of humor and seriousness. Quite often it might be difficult to
differentiate between when I’m serious or humorous because it is
not always obvious. In fact if one read an article as a humorous one
instead of a serious one then they have missed my whole point.
Here is a good rule of thumb, when in doubt assume a serious tone
although subtle humor does appear in many of my writings. I am
only saying this because I feel much of my stuff will be read wrong-
ly thus making me look like a smart ass instead of a thought pro-
voking writer.. 

Perhaps this explains the low mail influx.

Some four-letter words may be inappropriate
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As for issue 5, the last issue for an
indifinite period of time, I would
like to print up 250 offset copies.
For this to happen I need a little
help in distribution. Anyone, Any-
one? Perhaps I’m kidding myself.

Dan Wright
1320 N.W. 76th Avenue

Plantation, FL 33322-4740
(305)-472-2270

I’

That’s all I need is some asshole telling me what to do



I think it is always a good idea to run a letter column to
see what others have to say, as well as how they feel and
think. Unfortunately only a select few write letters, many of
which arc penpals or normal correspondents of mine. So I
hope you can understand why some of these letters that I am
going to print are a bit bizarre. Sometimes it won’t even have
anything to do with this zine. Oh well, it’s humor so it is
okay to laugh. Yes, I thrive on weird humor, perhaps now
you can understand why the school newspaper is reluctant to
print my comics. One mans garbage is another mans treasure
and that is life. If anyone has access to nets I can be reached
by mailing to:
CYCLONE@MAPLE.CIRCA.UFL.EDU
I do like to get feedback about my zine however I do not al-
ways comment on other people’s zines so I guess what comes
around goes around. Time to get to the real stuff, so here are
a few (directly quoted with the exception of a few spelling
corrections) passages from a some letters I have received.

Richard Eldridge:
I am also trying to refurbish a decrepit swimming pool that

I no longer think I really needed, but there it is anyway, emp-
ty or full of greenish goo, daring me to put it right. When I
get it fixed up, perhaps I will like it better. I don’t particularly
like the guys who deal in pools, all the ones I’ve met seem to
think I need to contribute to their new Porsche. Your car-
toons are getting better, both as art work and coherency.

Daniel Melton:
I don’t know how safe it is to live so close to power lines

but you have a power line in the back of your house and over
the years I haven’t seen any ill effects. Just don’t fly a kite
around them!

Kenward  Bradely (Editor of Unirod):
4214B Filbert Ave.
Atlantic City, NJ 08401-1070

Like your zine a lot, it’s fun, for lack of a better word, but
fun it is. As always I have to bug every publisher I write to,
so I’m asking you: please inform your reader’s that I am look-
ing for writing and art, especially experimental/unusual/
weird/underground but not limited to that kind of thing.

Cynde Moya:
I enjoyed FB#3  and you have a few addresses not in FF5

that I have written off to. In your photo you look like a disaf-
fected yet intelligent young (punk) man.

Phil & Gina at Cyclone Publications:
We especially liked the statistics section and the Experi-

ments in Danger article. The letter section was a nice addi-
tion. You have inspired us to make a few changes in Eye-
wash.

Rabbi Jacob Feuerwerker:
Don’t know if I should congratulate you or offer my con-

dolences over the fact that you have relatives in the Young-
stown arca.

Stevyn P. of Iron Feater Journal:
Thanks 4 F.B. #3--Crankin ass and a treat to read! Keep

up the Great work.

Lauren Redmond:
Your zine is improving with every issue. By the way, I

love the cover [FB#3]; I have it hanging on the wall. I hope

you continue to print stories of personal opinion. I think too
many people are scared to speak their minds. Oh yea, I loved
your story Thinking, Acting, and Doing. It was definitely one
of the highlights of the issue.

*As long as I continue to print this zine personal opinion will
be the dominant theme. In fact every story I write whether
fact or fiction is pulled from the reality of my own life. "Nev-
er Before Two" is one of those stories that could be consid-
ered fact or fiction. I consider it fact with slight exaggera-
tions.*

Dave Ricker:
I like Calvin & Hobbes, but don’t you think it gets enuff

exposure without you putting it in your zine as well? I also
noticed the word, anarchy in your zine--...--I hope you don’t
consider yourself an anarchist. You seem like a smart enuff
guy--Yer hearts in the rite place--keep creative.

*My ideals seem to be a combination of everything. I know
there has to be some order but I like the idea of a “utopia” that
the anarchist seek. Division of class creates friction so Capi-
talism has its faults. Socialism has the government paying for
your education, health and such so that sounds great to me. I
can go on and on about likes and dislikes but if I keep dwell-
ing on the “ought-to’s” I’ll be depressed to the point of no re-
turn. Here is society, in your face, feel free to express your
opinions but remember that nothing gets done without doing.*

Joseph Olszewski of FANS of HORROR:
The “Printing problems” cartoon was extremely funny al-

though no one besides an editor could fully appreciate the hu-
mor. Maybe your readers could send in a list of their phobias.
I admire Adam Bregman’s beliefs on anarchy. I, too, believe
that the only way this would can save itself from total col-
lapse is with a complete rehaul. I, as in my last letter, love
Calvin and Hobbs.

*Conflicting opinions in the last two letters. I pick the best
and most relevant C&H cartoons to life I can find. They are
so good I feel I am obligated to print them. I have been try-
ing to get permission to “legally” print them for over a year,
unfortunately somcone  is not responding. So I have accepted
no response as a YES! Enjoy the cartoons within this issue.*

John A. Marmysz of Twilight of the Idols:
I am in complete agreement with you on how frustrating it

is to lose contact with people after you have sent them a copy
of your publication. Comments and criticism are very impor-
tant, mostly just to let you know that someone is taking the
time to think about the things that you have written. Keep up
the good work.

Gargoyle of DFP:
One criticism, or perhaps more scrutinly introspective trig-

gered by your ‘zine: I notice you put your own sayings and
observations at bottoms of pages. Over the years I’ve spent
writing and observing and generally tinkering with 3rd criti-
cisms(q.v.: Robert Anton Wilson’s Premethus Rising [1986]).
I’ve developed many a witty and thought provoking line, but
never did much with them for fear of seeming to be self agen-
dazing or pompous. But lately, after thought has whispered
that maybe its’ not such a bad thing to be self-interested or
pompous ass, so long as you give equal attention to the rea-
sonable  (a-hem) view of others and realize that all my spout-
ings-off are fatally flawed on some level or in some possible
situation that may yet arise. But, then, you are not a pompous
ass. Go figgur-- Ever onward, EVER UPWARD!

If you are ever in the area drop on by and say hi



I was so much Older then--
I’m Younger then that now

-Dave Szurek-
Well, you know your in trouble when the editor of a maga-

zine starts off somebody elses article with a comment and it
goes into a long drawn out discussion after which comes the
article. Good ole Dave has written quite a few articles for my
zine, only one of which I refused to print. Basically it was
long, and dealt with erotic spanking in a way, anyhow my
point is I did not print it. Since then Dave has sent two oth-
ers, both which appear within these pages. I read the piece
below and found it to be quite interesting through the first
fourth and then it veered off in a direction I did not really care
for, thus I told Dave I was not going to print the piece, not to
mention it was quite long and did not really fit this zincs im-
age. Below is Dave’s comment about what I had to say.

I’m confused, too. I concur that we’ll probably never
agree on the matter, and there’s no way I can “make” you pub-
lish “I was so much...” nor would I want to if that would auto-
matically create a permanent rift. (“getting pissed off” and
“permanent rift” are two different things.) I still think you are
missing the point, though. I’m fatalistic enough to figure
you’ve already made up your mind, but let me speak my
peace. I'm not sure why, if you read past the opening (in the
sequence of you comments, I initially thought you hadn’t, but
later on, it sounds like you almost definitely did, and even un-
derstood my words to a large extent, which, in a way, makes
your conclusion even more incongruous.) You take my arti-
cle to be a PENTHOUSE FORUM type of thing. In 1946, it
“might” have fit into the “Playboy Philosophy” although it’s
viewpoint makes even that doubtful, but in 1991?  I doubt
that it would even fit with perfect snugness into the format of
one of those “sex/eros” zines. Almost everything said in FB--
or any other fanzine that “says ANYTHING”--could lead to a
“forum,” in the true sense of the word i.e.--“discussion” rather
than anecdotes which is basically what PENTHOUSE FOR-
UM is anyway, (the latter) and I, for one, would consider that
healthy. In this particular case, especially because the core is-
sue is something a little deeper than people compulsively
jumping up and down on one another. Andrew Dice Clay
type cracks would really have no place in a genuine “forum”
(of this type) except as “before” examples, although peabrains
so dense that they couldn’t even grasp what the original essay
was about, might think so. I doubt that most of your readers
or most of the people in fandom, for that matter, are that sort
of peabrain, however. In this collective, though, I have run
into a handful of folk so knee-jerk and unimaginative that
even in this age they automatically associate the word “sex”
with jacking off inside any available body, “sexual freedom”
with license on one end and obligation on the other and
would probably interpret my words as a call for sexual repres-
sion. Your remark that my theme was personal choice shows
a little more perceptiveness than that and it’s a perceptiveness
I would take for granted. But believe it or not, I’ve said
roughly the same thing before (although not in article form.)
and received such an accusation. I’ll have to chalk it up to an-
other version of the already mentioned inability to see beyond
either/or concepts. Excuse me for saying this, and I sincerely
suspect that I misread you, but your statement of “there goes
the neighborhood” when you read that I’d restrict myself to
sexual matters sounds like the old unliberated attitude of sex
as something separate from the rest of life. What if I said I’d
restrict myself to racial or religious matters? Would you have
said “there goes the neighborhood then?” [good point Dave]
Like I said, I suspect I’ve misread you, but if not, maybe that
attitude caused you to read it with a jaundice eye? I don’t

know, and actually, I kind of doubt it, but I suppose anything
is possible. And, I really don’t know why you’d be ashamed
to visit your relatives if they saw this, especially inasmuch as
you’ve run stuff on alternative political systems, generally
seem opposed to the more Republican forms of “the Main-
stream” and have even gotten into some “bowel movement”
stuff which if taken on the superficial level, looks pretty silly
for anyone over ten, you’ve got to admit. Then again, I don’t
know your relatives, do I? Is FB the last bastion of “sex as a
taboo” or something? I doubt it, but that’s what my “superfi-
cial” senses tell me, I don’t possess finely attuned enough ESP
to go any more behind the scenes than that, and what I can
“see” leaves me in a state of utter bewilderment.

Okay, society has transmuted so much in the last twenty
years! Maybe you are uncomfortable confronting the alien
landscape of two decades past? About two years ago, I did
undertake to write a history of the pre-1970 era for another
fanzine. THE TIME TRAVELLER IN HELL is what I called
it, for I am almost the opposite of a nostalgia buff, a guy with
vivid memories of “the m ole Days...” [ At this time
Dave discusses how he was going to write the book. Picking
him up at the end of his discussion...] It was necessary to re-
strict each chapter (was the fact of there being a “restriction”
at all what bothered you?) and some of the most significant
yet often superficially subtle “Changes” have been in the area
of sex. You seem to have minimized my purpose, which
might just be natural as you weren’t the guy who wrote it, and
I did have a purpose beyond entertaining others or hearing
myself talk or restating a statement (“don’t be intimidated by
what others are doing or what someone feels you should do,
do what you feel is best for you.“--at least you got that much
right and it’s an important point because so many, even some
of those who say it, just pay lip service--some that I’ve met
are even the biggest advocates of the reverse, concentrating
on the word “Choice” but it’s a hollow word indicating a
“choice” THEY’VE made for you. My article, however, had
at least two purposes.) that’s been made a thousand times by
now. Minimizing it may be “natural and understandable” but
if I’m to be honest and genuine, I have to admit to taking a
certain amount of offense beyond just that of “the frustrated
artist who gets some of his material rejected.” Go ahead and
call me pompous, but I don’t lump this together with things
like my fiction, movie reviews, even “personal” experiences
or whatever, and it’s the minimization more than the rejection,
itself, that offends me. It drives home the meaning of “adding
insult to injury” and yet I don’t think the insult was deliberate.
I didn’t write it just because I had nothing else to do one eve-
ning or even just because I was seeking enjoyment. (I did en-
joy it, ALSO but that’s besides the point.) I think it’s impor-
tant to set some matters straight, to let those who were not yet
here know what happened before they were (TV re-runs and
American-International Pictures are not going to help.) to re-
mind those who were how things when off course, and hope-
fully get at least one or two people thinking. Even if you
thought my purpose was laughable and absurd, that would be
one thing, but the impression I got from your comments was
that no purpose even existed, and that this was no more im-
portant to me than the review of HORROR OF PARTY
BEACH that I wrote more than two decades ago. Okay, say
that I take myself too seriously, but in this case, I think I’m
justified in doing so and that the justifications has been made  
moreso  by false reporting down throughout the years and by
seeing what began as one thing go off course and become an-
other. It may not appear in FATHOMS BELOW-despite my
personal frustration I must stick to my guns about a fanzine
being that of the editor--but I am determined that it be read
somewhere, if only by twelve or thirteen people.

I am acutely aware of how the period in which one is born
can influence his or her perception of reality. I say as much

Politically incorrect and proud of it



in the article, don’t I? I’ve been around to see by& eras and I
often wonder how the world must look to those who “grew up
in,” never knew anything else but an external world which re-
flects--to some degree although not as much as I’d like--what
was my internal world back when I was twelve and at odds
with the system. In general, I think the “new batch” is luckier
and has grown up in a healthier environment. Not a Utopia
like some of us envisioned once upon a time, but in compari-
son----. I do, however, believe that a sense of history is nec-
essary to progress and sorry to say it, so many of the younger
people I meet nowadays--and by this, I can even mean thirty
or under, have no or a false sense of the past. I don’t hold
them responsible--it’s not m fault--but I think it is the re-
sponsibility of those who were there, to clue them in--not to
indoctrinate, but to inform. In some cases, I find those who
were there especially reluctant to inform on the “bad” aspects
of the past, and that’s where it’s especially dangerous.

Well, maybe your “discussion” of the essay, whatever you
mean by that (although I doubt it’s anything negative.) will be
enlightening and  maybe it won't.  Maybe people will just sit
around talking about  that old fart from Aberdeen, who
knows? Ah, such is life. Maybe by some miracle you’ll
change  your mind--I doubt it, but they say anything is possi-
ble--but if not, return the piece and I can start submitting it
elsewhere.

And to think, that was only part of Dave’s letter to me.
I’m not sure what made me change my mind but I did. I
guess it was part of the music I listen to (DO IT), Dave’s let-
ter, and my disappointment with the reader response to my
ads. The latter effects things in such a way that I am going to
print just about everything I have in this issue to make it a
"double issue” in a sense and make it the last “real” issue for
awhile if I continue to go to college year round. Basically it
came down to what the hell, lets make everyone happy, lets
be open minded, but most of all lets stand up for what we do
and say. The next letter is from a penpal  I write--Michelle
Marchese.  I sent her Dave’s piece and asked her to comment
and that is what follows.

The Dave Szurek piece was interesting. I couldn’t really
find a point. Claudine felt the same. My mother asked about
the point. WHAT'S THE POINT?  I thought his ideas and
thoughts strayed too much. He writes something about hav-
ing neither time nor space--well he took it anyway. Mom
thought it was a bunch of crap and felt Dave only wrote what
he thinks   women “want” to hear and that it was all insincere.
Then she questioned of you. Don’t waste your ink on it...

Well, it is too late for that, it’s a done deal. I am sorry
that Dave’s letter makes the above people look pretty “stu-
pid,” but I felt I should provide some comment as it is rele-
vant. Michelle wanted to know the point and I guess I did as
well, Dave’s letter provided that. Now after reading all the
comments I feel you (the reader) will be able to catch the gist
much easier--you have an advantage. I wrote Dave back to
tell him I was going to print his piece. His short comment to
my letter follows and after that is his article--finally. If you
are tired of reading now then take a break because Dave’s ar-
ticle is long and reading is no fun when its drudgery.

The crux of your latest letter really stunned me in a
pleasant way!! I’d sincerely given up hope, concluded that it
was a lost cause. I was determined to get my article printed
SOMEWHERE--I didn’t know where but I wasn’t giving up--
but I HAD given up on seeing it in FATHOMS BELOW. I
DID have a dreaded feeling that my determination might be
in vain. That I might go to my grave without seeing publica-
tion (I hate to say it, but I’ve found that “SOME” people in
fandom are so naive and knee-jerk, so opposed to actually
thinking something out rather than simply reacting--the latter,
of course, is exactly the route of the mindless reactionary--
that they may interpret it as “fuddy-duddy.” I certainly don’t

think it is, but you’d might as well prepare yourself for such
responses from a few.) but like they say, nothing ventured,
nothing gained. Anyway, I was ecstatic beyond my wildest
dreams to see that you’ve changed your mind.

What are adults, really, but children who have
lived longer and are a bit taller, and believe it or
not, even this forty three year old old fart was a
young kid at one time! Within the last twenty
years, the landscape has changed so radically,
however, that anyone under that age may not even
be able to conceptualize it. Good ways and bad
ways, alike. In the ways that strike me as really
important, I’d say there’s been more of an im-
provement then the reverse. And as I rush head-
long to senior citizen status, I think about that
quite a bit. No, I’m not really a nostalgia addict.
just a guy with a good memory. I wonder what it’s
like growing up today as opposed to yesterday.
Most of the tangible, concrete changes are appar-
ent, but the question lies with one’s perception of
reality. There are so many subtle nuances, in-
cluding those not immediately recognized as part
of the program, especially for those who’ve never
known anything else, that I really don't think any
answers could be adequate.

Let me take you back to the days before VCR’s
before MPAA, before comic books too expensive

for the average kid’s reading diet, before girls
wearing slacks in school, before video games, be-
fore Indiana Jones, Rambo, Freddy Krueger or
even Luke Skywalker. before slick fanzines being
sold at newsstands, before CD’s, before condom
ads on the sides of busses and serious considera-
tion except for radicals, “weirdos” and participants
of such movements as Gay Lib. Not that long ago.
The world still isn’t Utopia, but it’s a hell of a lot
different than the environment in which I grew up
with an almost perpetual frown. The Right  Wing
resurgence, notwithstanding, Reagan and Bush
notwithstanding, for in “my day” they would not
even have received much opposition except from
card-carrying  “radicals” and certainly not from “re-
spectable society.” Those were the days when peo-
ple went to jail for twenty years for smoking one
joint of marijuana, gays were put behind bars just
for being gay rather then focus being put on the
heinous crime of gay bashing, women were sub-
jected to mistreatment at every turn which still
happens too often but then it was socially sanc-
tioned and “ass” was still one of the words you
couldn’t use on television.  Early in my life, the EC
Comic  line was put out of business supposedly for
too much gore and violence, but I have to wonder
if it was really because their politics leaned rather
leftward  for reactionary McCarthy Era and does
anybody else remember when TV was primarily in
black and white? (And Contrary to the rumors
perpetrated by recent history revisionists, set own-
ership was not really a universal thing.)  Does any-
body else remember the days of color cartoons,
Saturday Matinees and double and triple bills at

Bring on the apocalypse



the local movie house? That’s a good thing, but
not everything can be rotten.

Having neither the space, the time nor even the
desire (aren’t you glad?) to discuss EVERYTHING,
I shall restrict myself to sexual matters, not the
superficially most significant change, but a very
noticeable one. I grew up in an era full of sexual
repression and sexual hypocrisy, easily the best
friends such businesses as prostitution, burlesque
shows and softcore  sexploitation movies ever had.
Many of the more cheapjack latter, in fact, had to
go out of business simply because more up-to-
date morels and attitudes prevented them from
competing with more “mainstream” flicks and even
some TV shows. Of course, with many of the lat-
ter two it’s just an unnatural gratuitous commer-
cial obligation, rather then least sign of liberation,
but the more things change the more they stay the
same. Men and women have a responsibility to
bounce up and down with one another, it is unfor-
tunate that few women can enter the acting pro-
fession without being prepared to strip before the
cameras. McMillan and Wife’s whole existence re-
volved around solving crimes and laying pipe and I
still can’t understand guys who see more than one
movie a year and continue to get erections when
the female lead removes her blouse. But this is
about reality rather than ‘The Reel World.”

I am in no way implying that people didn’t
screw before the so-called “sexual revolution.” On
the Contrary, it was a era of great MALE promis-
cuity--it takes two to tango, sure, but unmarried
non-virgins of the female sex were regarded with
puritanical contempt. Aside from matters of legal
marriage, females were not even supposed to have
sex drives. Presumably, hormones changed with
the wedding ceremony. Males, however, were con-
sidered weirdoes if they were not perpetually erect
fuck freaks from the day their voices began to
change. My male schoolmates bragged of their
sexual seasoned lifestyles when they were eleven
years old and I always had to wonder who they
were getting it on with. Certainly not “respectable”
young ladies, right? Certainly not their girlfriends
whom, like their mothers and sisters, were fated to
lifelong virginity? Sex was surrounded by an aura
of “heh-heh, I got away with something” sleaze
(even among full-fledged “biological adults.“) Oth-
er than married couples, people “fucked”  which is
really just jacking off in another’s body but never
“made love” and it was verboten for matters overtly
sexual to even be mentioned in mixed company.
The latter, also, for some reason applied to teen-
age and adult toilet functions (although when it
came to children, that was different) and the very
existence of the buttocks. If unpleasant circum-
stances made any of these subjects absolutely un-
avoidable. euphemistic language was deemed nec-
essary, although the more ‘vulgar” factions of
society, such as teenagers, members of minority
groups and “Bohemians” didn’t always comply.
Open, healthy, even life saving discussions of such
“potentially offensive” topics as the AIDS epidemic

and condom use would have been forbidden by
the Powers-that-Be who’d rather have let people
die then risk provoking a blush or two, and I’d wa-
ger that many rapes went unreported because that
would have required the admission of genital exis- 
tence. (besides, until people opened up enough to
at least talk about it, such concepts as date rape
and domestic rape were not even taken seriously
by more than a handful of “radicals.“) This exter-
nally prescribed concealment a n d  self-
consciousness was doubly hypocritical and pre-
posterous when one considers that going out of
one’s way to avoid a topic is flashing it as much as
if one had exposed his or her self, that both are
equal over-emphasis on one body part and one as-
pect of life and that strict adherence to “sex roles”
which was the order of the day can easily be
translated as shouting to the world what from of
genital is present. America was so single-
mindedly obsessed with sex that it was scared
shitless to admit it, while the concept that women
had say over their bodies was alien to all but a se-
lect few, resulting in probably more manual sexual
assaults then today. Getting past high school
without forcible fondling of the vagina or breasts
at least once was a rare occurrence and the
thought of getting out sans unwanted "butt-“butt-
grabbing” sometimes by total strangers who felt it
was their “inalienable right” was too much for a
girl to ask. “Respect For Women” entailed little
more than “protecting them from “dirty language”
calling them "ma'am" as they were being raped,
and opening doors so you could goose them while
they were in front of you, and it’s amazing that not
all women of the period grew up hating men. As a
youngster, it had struck me truly absurd that fe-
males were programmed from birth to perceive
themselves only as walking vaginas and then ex-
pected to grow into people unaware that OVERT
sex even existed, a dichotomy that must have pro-
duced some mighty bizarre mixed messages and is
still providing a less pronounced legacy today.
But, I was one of those weirdos who thought about
such things before doing so was fashionable--
before thinking.  for that matter, was fashionable.

Media presentations of sex retained a strongly
puritanical streak. Nude photographs and art-
work concentrated so exclusively on “body parts”
that the impression was that nothing else existed.
A precursor to the movies on USA UP ALL NIGHT,
TV’s DEAN MARTIN SHOW treated the fact that
genitals existed at all as a sure-fire laugh getter.
while the movies wallowed in “charming” sexist 
lechers like James Bond and Matt Helm who wer-
en’t reluctant to shoot their wad into the nearest
available “vixen” but had never heard the word
‘liberation.” In other movies, while married cou-
ples were still obligated to buy twin beds, “simu-
lated rape became the most common form of sex.
God forbid that any female other then ‘The Bad
Girl,” Allison Hayes, Yvette Victors or an occasion-
al European import with oversized mammaries
found it pleasurable! Generally disguised as

If we were all blind we’d find some other way to discriminate
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1. How many integers could be substituted for x
in the following statement to make it true?

0<=x^2<=100

2. Is it cheaper, more expensive, or equally expensive
for you to take 100 friends to one rock concert or two
friends 25 times each to classical music concerts? As-
sume the classical music concert tickets cost twice as
much as the rock concert tickets. (Sales tax and travel
expenses are not to be considered.)

3. What relation is that child to its father who’s not its
father's son?

4. Which city is further west--Rena, Nevada or Los An-
geles, California?

5. What is the exact opposite of “NOT IN?”

L

Brain Teasers

Once again it is time to
test your wits. Joe
Workman contributed
the majority of the ones
herein, well, actually he
sent me a bunch of pag-
es from magazines with
these type of questions.
I picked out the ones I
felt I could do or should
have been able to do.
None are extremely dif-
ficult although some
thinking is required
nonetheless. These are
similar to the questions
MENSA might put on
their test-an “IQ” test.
So if you are really good
maybe you could join
the above group. Some-
times the test piss me off
because of their vague-
ness and inobviousness.
I therefore try not to
print such questions.
Hopefully these will get
your brain in gear. The
puzzles are the hardest.
Good luck and enjoy.

6. The river crossing problem. This classic prob-
lem has been traced back as far as 16 13 to a puzzle
book published in France. A Polock wants to cross
a river with his dog, cat, and mouse. Unfortunately
only he and one animal can fit on the boat to cross
the river. Left alone the dog will kill the cat and
the cat will kill the mouse. What is the fewest
number of crossings the Polock can make.

7. Slim was caught in the rain without an umbrella.
There was nothing over his head, and his clothes
got soaked. Yet not a hair on his head got wet.
Why?

8. An amoeba  divides and reproduces itself every
minute. Two amoebas in a test tube can fill it to
capacity in 2 hours. How long will it take 1 amoe-
ba to fill another test tube of equal capacity?

J
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I’m sure everyone has, at one time or another, pulled a
scam. By scam I do not mean blindly and unjustly robbing
somebody (i.e. if the people realize their being robbed it is
not a scam). Sticking a gun to someone’s head or threaten-
ing with violence to extort money or what have you is in
no way a scam. It is more of a robbery or blind injustice al-
though a scam can be categorized under the same heading.
A scam, in case you have any doubt, is where you cheat or
swindle something (usually of value) under someone’s
nose without that person realizing they have been duped.
In a sense scams are con games and are perhaps the worst
crimes of all because the victim not only loses something
of value but ends up looking quite stupid/ignorant as a re-
sult.

The following is a story of the
biggest scam I have ever pulled (of
course with the help of a friend (?)). I’ll
call him Scamer because he was and
probably still is just that as you will
come to find out. If anyone out there
has a bigger scam or one equal to mine
then how about sending it in to be
printed? Anyone who submits will be
allowed to remain anonymous if they
choose and I will print all the scams fit
to entertain. I do not consider scams
something to look up to and am in no
way encouraging anyone to go out and
commit one, on the contrary, I feel
scams are awful. This little column will
allow one to “get the scam off their back,” provide humor,
and to show that the world is not all roses (which many re-
alize already). I do not stand by my scam as a proud en-
deavor, rather I have learned from my experience and real-
ize my ‘big scam” is flowers in a garden compared to what
some have done. If the readers of this out there realize this
perhaps you will send in your “big scam” to show what I
mean. And without further adieu, my scam of scams.

Life is really weird sometimes and the more you live
the more you realize this. Didn’t someone once say experi-
ence is the spice of life? Well, whatever it was it can be
easily summed up that experience is helpful. What I mean
by life being weird is that events have to evolve in a cer-
tain order for a situation to arise. Perhaps you took a left
turn instead of a right, or didn’t miss the off ramp or never
did move into that “certain” apartment, would all this have
happened? The possible outcomes probably can be pre-
dicted but what is the possibility of them being correct?
Somehow, the events unfolded in that “certain” order and
my scam happened. Perhaps if things didn’t happen this
way I would have never discovered zinedom, certainly I
would not be writing this.

On December 25, 1985 I unwrapped a Christmas gift to

find a Commodore 128 along with other miscellaneous
computer equipment. A computer is not very useful with-
out adequate software so the choices were to either buy (at
$30 a pop) or make connections and pirate software. For
awhile I purchased software until realizing that a game
every month or so was pushing my money privileges so
connections were a must. A friend in my computer class
knew Scamer and in a matter of weeks we had conducted
our first trade of software. One thing led to another and
soon we were pretty good buddies.

Scamer was just that. He was about two years younger
then myself but looked and acted older. When we first
traded I paid him a blank disk for every disk of software I
copied-beans compared to the cost of store bought soft-
ware. However, piracy is not the scam I am leading up to.
This went on for some time and somehow he was able to
con three or four originals, packaging and all, off me
which I ended up getting back in a month or so after I real-

ized I had been duped. I think it was
during the fall of 1986 when I was us-
ing my computer during a thunder-
storm and the power went out. Every-
one in Florida knows how bad FPL is
and I realized this after my computer
would not work. Although it really
wasn’t FPL's fault it’s always nice to
have a scapegoat. After much agony I
found out it was the power supply. We
took it to a Commodore Authorized
(supposedly) repair shop which never
repaired the dang thing. That was
about a month and a half hassle in
which the repair shop never even
touched the power supply. Luckily we
were able to get it back without a

charge. Sometime later we gave in and ordered a power
supply from a mail order company for $85.47. An outra-
geous price considering the computer cost $279.99 new.
Anyhow, Tussey was the only place I knew that carried it
and even then it took them awhile to deliver the product.

Finally, in January of 1987 I was back on-line. By now
the Scamer and I were fairly good friends (at least the rela-
tionship seemed fine on my side) and we traded without
any “payment” from me. I guess Scamer knew about the
Value-for-Value system five years before I did. I was able
to make new connections although whenever I received
new software Scamer always seemed to get a piece. He al-
ways reminded me of how I got where I was with his help
-sound familiar--and “owed” him the software. [My sug-
gestion is for people to not be intimidated by people such
as Scamer as I had because it will get you in a shit load of
trouble in the long run (i.e. Bad Influence).]

As Scamer and I got to know each other better he ex-
posed me to some of his scams. He used a gullible toy
store (a major chain store which I will refer to as Toy Store)
as his screwee--him being the screwer.  What Scamer did
was to purchase software, bring it home, play it, attempt
to copy it, and then a few days later return it. Before he re-

Has anyone seen Hugh Jass



turned it though he would erase the disk with a magnet so
he would have a valid reason for the return, “It wouldn’t
work.” I can not be sure how many times he did this, but
while I knew him he did it at least five times. He claims he
exchanged about three computers and a couple disk drives,
many of the items not even purchased at Toy Store. He
even told me he tried to exchange my software (the origi-
nals he had for awhile) but they didn’t carry the titles any-
more. I remember one time he went to Toy Store and pur-
chased a disk drive. His disk drive wasn’t working so he
exchanged the innards and returned the disk drive which
was essentially his that didn’t work. By doing this he actu-
ally got his disk drive repaired for free. Commodore and
Toy Store took the loss, two B.C.‘s which Ernest Mann
would be glad to hear.

and it was one and a half years old Scamer advised me this
was a failproof plan. I set the computer on the service
desk and made up some story about getting the computer
as a gift (true) from some relatives from up north (false)
for my birthday (false) and it broke (true). We waited
there while the desk people checked with other necessary
people and also checked out the computer. The box and
computer looked slightly good but the manual looked old.
Things didn’t look good, especially when the guy checking
over the computer gave me back an obviously well used
disk I mistakenly included. They said they couldn’t give a
cash refund and I told them it was okay because all I want-
ed was an exchange. A little while longer a guy came out
with a new computer. I took it, thanked them and left Toy
Store. We had done the impossible.

This went on and on as I knew him and I laughed it off
many times wondering how gullible people at Toy Store
could be. When we were good friends we visited Toy
Store every week and I expected to see his face on a poster
near the service desk--never did though. The Summer
came again and Scamer got a job at a department store and
he was only 15! A true scam indeed. That Summer (1987) I
was using my computer when a storm was passing as it al-
ways does in Florida. In fact, if you waited for no thunder-
storms before you used your computer during the Summer
in Florida you would probably end up not using it all Sum-
mer. Using this reasoning I got zapped by a surge and this
time the computer died. There was no hope. Local repair
centers were out, and outside places charged outrageous
prices. So the computer sat idle for awhile.

That summer Scamer was able to help me get a job at
the same department store he worked. This was my first
paying job and Scamer really helped me out. [In case there
is any doubts about Scamer's legitimacy about four months
after being hired at the department store Scamer and his
accomplices (who he coned) were “given the option.”
Scamer's scheme was making out fake sales return slips
and collecting the money for himself and, at the time, ac-
complices. Scamer and his two accomplices were “fired”
(given the option) for that and actually trying to get away
with stealing clothes which is what led to their demise. I
still wonder how he make those “huge” tips at Doughnut
Shop, but it doesn’t seem very hard to figure out anymore.]
Anyways, like usual he reminded me of the “favor” he did
for me. Somehow one thing led to another and I told
Scamer about my computer and he suggested taking it to
Toy Store or buying a computer from Toy Store and using
the “disk drive routine.” A lot of thought went into this
and after all hope was lost towards repair centers I decided
to take Scamer's advice.

On our way home we dropped off Scamer and once I
entered the house I realized what I had just done. A rush
of coldness encompassed my body. A guilt trip had been
triggered in my conscience, something many are prone too
under certain circumstances. People who don’t feel re-
morse or possess a conscience are psychopaths--perhaps
Scamer is just that. Well, at least I wasn’t one of them. I’m
not sure how these people are built but I do know that lack
of religion (spiritualness) has something to do with it as
Scamer was, and probably still is, an atheist. Anyhow, the
feeling of wrongness was extremely strong and the next
couple days I was devising up a plan to return the new
computer and reclaim my old one. My conscience both-
ered me and left me with an empty, sad, and cold feeling
the next couple of days. It is weird how things work and I
had no idea the scam would have this sort of adverse ef-
fect. Had I known this I probably would have reconsid-
ered what I did, however I did not--the computer was nev-
er returned and still works fine to this day.

So, I had pulled a fast one against Toy Store although
the outcome was a guilt trip that lasted a couple days (not
bad for a new computer huh?). I feel stronger now but not
so much so that I attempt to pull scams on a regular basis
because that’s not what I choose to do. I look back at the
incident now a days and sort of snicker at my “accomplish-
ment;” who would have know I could have ever pulled it
off? Certainly not me, and there is no turning back the
clock to change the situation. Accept the way things are
and what’s done and move on, don’t keep thinking about
what happened long ago and certainly don’t let it bother
you. A lesson learned the hard way.

I cleaned up the computer and found all the manuals,
the disks, and the box and packed everything up neat in-
cluding the bad power supply from my last accident. We
were all set! Involved in the “big scam” were the Scamer as
advisor, my dad as get-a-way driver, and I as the person
pulling the scam. We arrived at Toy Store on time (howev-
er time was irrelevant) and Scamer and I entered with the
computer. Even though I purchased the computer at Sears

As I finish up this issue I have been informed that my
Commodore 1084S ($300) monitor has given up the ghost
after only some three years. I’m not sure Toy Store sells
Commodores anymore (Wonder why?) so I guess my op-
tions are limited this time. Oh well, you live and you
learn, at least I hope you learn.

No Shit Sherlock!











-Adam Bregman-
It is a crime to be homeless in this country.

What, you didn’t know that? A homeless per-
son is merely a problem you pass on the street
like a dirty gutter or a pothole. If you can’t get
a job in this country for whatever reason, and
can’t afford any place of residence, you’ve giv-
en up your rights, your rights to exist, your
rights to be considered human. Now you are
a problem. But don’t think that you’re a prob-
lem to the government, cause they couldn’t
give two shits about you. You don’t vote and
you can’t vote because you have no residence,
so in the candidate’s eyes, you don’t exist.
Candidates for governor in the U.S. debate for
hours over abortion and capital punishment,
but scarcely mention the unmentionables. Do
the homeless even exist? Republican and
Democratic candidates live in areas of town,
where homeless people get arrested for pass-
ing through. Governors and mayors are not
often seen spending their weekends in Venice
or Hollywood, so they’re unaware that twelve
year olds sleep on park benches. They are un-
aware of the issues that arn’t presented to
them by lobbies or the media, and since the
homeless arn’t to skilled at lobbying on their
issues and don’t own a large chunk of the me-
dia, they have become a non issue.

They are a non issue that will continue to
grow as long as this country is governed by an
economic system where to survive you must
work. It doesn’t matter how silly or useless
your job is, the only prerequisite for surviving
at the lowliest of lowly positions is that you
have some kind of job, any kind of job. The
White House is not inclined to raise the mini-
mum wage because to them not only must you
work, but you must work a decent job in order
to attain the privilege of surviving. The Amer-
ican work ethic orders you to fight for your
privilege to survive. Cut your hair, buy some
nice clothes, stop partying and having so
much fun. Fill out hundreds of worthless ap-
plications that inquire about your mom’s fa-
vorite daytime television shows and your last
fifteen places of residence and the last six peo-

ple you made out with and all such madness.
Be willing to undergo drug testing and lie de-
tectors and guillotines and be ready to give
life, limb, and soul all for the privilege of sur-
vival. You can be an accountant, an agent, a
public relations representative, work for an
advertising agency, the defense industry, a
plastic manufacture. You can be anything you
want to be Army! Navy! Air Force! Marines!
Any of these delightful alternatives to home-
lessness. So many options the system pro-
vides why would anyone want to beg or jump
off a bridge. Why would anyone want to keep
their soul and self respect. Exploitation isn’t
so bad as long as you can buy a color TV.
Who needs worthwhile jobs when you can be
a stockbroker?

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher refused
to even admit that Great Britain has an under-
class. She thought the term was conceived by
the liberal media. She probably hasn’t stepped
outside of her residence in years and so she
shouldn’t because she’d probably be shot. The
homeless are kept far away from the ruling
class in all countries, cause they don’t exist. If
they could be made into slaves, they would be
made into slaves, but that isn’t cool anymore.
Slaves have new names now like the minority
vote or the working class or the lower class
and they live in ghettos instead of on planta-
tions. The homeless are growing, and they’ll
continue to grow, and they’ll never get any re-
spect from the establishment because for what-
ever reason, whether it’s that they can’t or they
won’t, they arn’t contributing to the system
that refuses to believe that they exist.
[I realize, as many do, we have a homeless
problem and this article by Adam brings a re-
call on Ben Franklin’s famous quote: “God
helps them who help themselves.” Yes, we
should give the homeless some help but these
people should also attempt to improve their
situation as well. There will be no free lunch
or rides today or any day so get off your ass
and DO I T ! ]

I’m getting the fuck outta this hell hole



I don’t know what it is about fables but I really enjoy them. Perhaps it is because they have a mes-
sage for everyone. During the summer of 1991 I proceeded off to the library and was able to pick up a
nice book of fables, however none of them had a moral. Just my luck! I guess its better that way as the
author said he wanted his readers to think. I however am a bit lazy and like the morals so I included a
moral on two of the ten fables I copied. So dig into these ten classic fables I have chosen to print and
think a little.

The Stag and the Lion
A Stag came to a pool and, after drinking his fill. paused to contemplate his image in the still water.

The sight of his antlers in their sturdy splendor filled him with pride. but his legs struck him as a sorry
sight, frail and scrawny. While he was thus absorbed in his thoughts a Lion suddenly burst upon him.
The Stag took flight, and quickly outdistanced the Lion--for a Stag’s strength is in his legs, whereas a
Lion’s is in his heart. As long as he kept to the open ground he continued to outrun his pursuer, but
when he entered a thick forest his antlers caught in the branches and the lion gradually overtook him.
As he was about to be killed, the Stage lamented to himself: “How strange is fate! Those pitiable legs of
mine almost saved me, and my noble antlers have proved my undoing!”

The Wolf and the Heron
A wolf got a bone stuck in his throat and rushed about in search of help. He met a Heron and offered

to pay him-handsomely for extracting the bone. The Heron plunged his beak deep into the Wolfs throat,
drew forth the bone, and claimed his fee.

What!” exclaimed the Wolf, “isn’t it enough that you recovered your head safe and sound from a
Wolfs jaws, without asking for money as well?”

Herme’s  Chariot
One day Hermes filled his Chariot with lies, villainies, and sundry deceits, and started making the

rounds of all the countries of the world. At each stop he distributed a small portion of his load, but
when he reached Arabia his Chariot--so they say--broke down, and its entire contents were pillaged by
the Arabs, who believed they were carrying off a great treasure.

The Reed and the Olive Tree
The Reed and the Olive Tree were arguing. Each claimed to be stronger, sturdier, to have greater en-

durance then the other. The Olive Tree jeered at the Reed for bowing down to every passing breeze--to
which the Reed made no reply. But a little later a windstorm blew up and the Reed, bending before the
wind, came through easily whereas the Olive Tree, which defiantly faced the violent blast, was uprooted
and destroyed.

The Two Sacks
When Prometheus fashioned man, he hung Two Sacks around his neck. The first Sack contained the

faults of other men, the second the faults of the wearer himself. The god saw fit to hang the first sack in
front, but the second he let dangle behind. And that is why man is quick to notice the faults of others,
but never see his own.

Heracles and Ploutos
When Heracles was first raised to Mount Olympus and given the privilege of eating with the gods, he

made sure to greet each of his dinner companions as they came in with courtesy and warmth. Last of all
Ploutos, the god of wealth, came in to the dining hall--and Heracles turned his back and pretended not
to notice him. Zeus, surprised at this rudeness, took Heracles aside to ask why he had singled Ploutos
out for such ill treatment.

“When I was living among men,” said Heracles, “I noticed that Ploutos kept company with the worst
sort of people.”

The Astronomer
An Astronomer was in the habit of wandering out at night to examine the stars. One evening, on the

outskirts of town, he fell into a well. A passerby heard his cries for help and upon learning what had
happened remarked: “ Well, friend, it seems you can see the heavens clear enough, but can’t see what’s
right at your feet.”

{Some people are too blind to see what they are walking into.)
This is depression city











Sometimes I’m not sure what to
think or even what I should do. One
thing college does do is make you think
more. So, in case your wondering, col-
lege is good for at leas one thing.

Time to change the subject. The
next topic is the Lollapalooza Festival.
My roommate (Joe) and I were able to
attend. As many know I do not own a
car so I (unfortunately) have to rely on
others. Luckily my roommate was
willing to attend the event. The bands
that performed include: Rollins Band,
Butthole  Surfers, Ice-T with Body
Glove, Nine Inch Nails, Living Colour,
Siouxsie and the Banshees, and Janes
Addiction. This 9 hour $25 concert
was definitely interesting. Besides the
obvious music they had many food
stands, toilets, drink stands, beer
stands, and a place where activists (and
such) solicited their stuff. I heard there
was almost a riot in the beer lines be-
cause they started to limit the beers to
two per person. As for the activist,
everybody wanted to do something but
nobody did anything--go figure. The
food and soda lines were the worst
though. I waited a 1/2 for a damn good
$2 kosher dog while my roommate

waited an hour for some really good $2
sodas, well, at least they should have
been. We missed Living Colour be-
cause of standing in line although I
don’t really care for Living Colour so of
course I didn’t mind much. Another
thing I noticed were the people. You
could almost have called it a “freak
fest.” However, I really enjoyed seeing
these type of people. Combat boots,
dyed hair, earrings, black, and so on.
These are people I feel I can relate to
even though I didn’t “meet” anyone.
There was one thing I learned from the
show and that is “Everyones a hypo-
crite.” So many people there can be fit
into the PETA, Earth First, Green
Peace, or what have you “Save the
Earth group,” yet people littered,
smoked (it seemed like everybody
smoked), pushed, did drugs, and who
knows what else. I guess it all comes
down to that old saying “People are
People." I got depressed because I real-
ly thought these type of people were
different but as NINE INCH NAILS
said “That’s what I get.”

The band I liked the most was The
Rollins Band. Partly because I look up
to Henry Rollins (through my eyes he
means good and always has something
interesting to say). And also because
Henry Rollins and Co. moved to their

music so well giving a full 100% of
their energy. I felt the Butthole  Surfers
were the worst since all it sounded like
was a jam sessions. “Butthole Surfers
Suck!” The festival was well worth the
price of admission even though it
rained for half the concert.

I know I’m not going to change the
world by putting this zine out or pro-
testing or doing what others do. Per-
haps I’ll spark an idea in someones
head, maybe someone will be touched
by what I have to say. Perhaps I will
motivate someone or cause them to
think a little deeper. Like the lady in
the barber shop who cut my hair said:
“I’m not the best in the world, but I do
my best." I do my best and that is all I
can do. I will attempt to help, but then
the rest is up to you. So as Henry Rol-
lins says, and now I say quite often as
well, DO IT!

MIKE SMITH SHOWREEL (2:40)

Ranting Onward
-Dan Wright-5/19/91-

In Fathoms Below #l I brought up a
controversial subject--UFO’s.  I con-
cluded that other lifeforms (aliens) do,
have, and will exist. Now there are
people out there who don’t believe see-
ing is believing--they also want proof.
And these are the people who put crim-
inals behind bars on “word of mouth”
and they want EVIDENCE!

We have sightings, abductions, and
from what I’ve seen and heard the gov-
ernment was able to capture a craft and
some dead “aliens.” Do you notice a
cover up? Okay, so you’re probably not
convinced, well I respect that. Intelli-
gent people are suppose to “question
authority,” but just because something
can’t be proved does not simply mean it
does not exist. Folks, if these “aliens”
can create space vehicles that can travel
the universe its pretty obvious they are
extremely intelligent and would thus
leave no or little evidence. Don’t stick
your nose in the air at me because it is
obviously your type that does not be-
lieve in shit and those are the kinds of
people who make this planet the shit-
hole it is getting to be. Believe in your-
self, believe in others--believe damit.

Okay, now that we are cleared up on

that subject, and have concluded that
UFO’s and aliens certainly do exist lets
move on. I’m not going to spend my
whole life simply trying to prove this
just to please you so our next item on
the agenda is what happened before we
were born and where are we going.

Nobody ever seems to discuss where
we came from, rather it is always where
will we go and even that is not dis-
cussed much outside the church. When
I think about it I wonder what the dif-
ference is? Before we are born where
are we, what is there? You are not
alive yet there is life, how can this be?
Time starts slow when you are a kid
and as you progress toward your death
time passes quicker. I heard someone
sort of compare it to a film reel; as the
film unravels the reel rotates quicker.
How about that, certainly does sound
familiar. Every day that passes is black
and we only remember something spe-
cial if anything about that passed day.
That day is dead, its gone but it is
brought back each time you think about
it--you and others give it life.

The past is dead and the future is al-
ways a day away. Look ahead, what do
you see? Well, eventually you will see
your demise and collapse--you poor
soul. What about these people who
have been “officially dead” and have

seen a light? Like in that movie Flat-
liners.  Is this just energy dispersing or
could it be the entering of a new life?
So many questions go unanswered
while many are trying to dig up the
truth. Remember the old expression
“The truth hurts?” If the truth were told
nowadays how many do you think
would believe--probably not many its
sad to say. “I don’t want to hear the
truth, I want something that will make
me feel better.” “Well here’s a big
juicy lie for you my friend, at least you
can rest in peace now.”

Could this life be all for nought.
Are we going to live then die then that
is it? What is my purpose, yours, any-
ones? Well, what I think we can do is
do what we prefer to do. Do The Right
Thing Spike Lee says, Just Do It Nike
says, and Do It is what Henry Rollins
says. Do what you want, be who you
choose just don’t take people along who
won’t enjoy the ride. So everyone, lets
start shoveling away the bullshit and
start revealing the truth along with do-
ing what we should have been doing in
the first place.

~1

Impossible mission



Why We Didn't Stop the War? 
-Adam Bregman-

I went to a lot of the antiwar protests in Los
Angeles, hoping to find a community of people as
angry as I was that the rich had dragged us in to
another bullshit war to protect their economic in-
terests, and ready to use every radical means to
protest and to stop the war. What I encountered
was a vast collection of liberals, socialists, and
hippies all with their own reformist agendas lack-
ing any radical vision shouting, monotonous,
nearly meaningless choruses like “No Blood for
Oil” or ‘What do we want? Peace! When do we
want it? Now!” While almost all were sincere in
their protests of the war, they were usually quick
to succumb to the flock and carry out all the usu-
al routines of a protest. It was usually a huge
mass of people listening to an endless array of
boring speakers from every possible political spe-
cial interest group going on about their own group
or particular oppression and in some way tying it
in with the war. The same huge mass of people
could be out stopping the war in progress, pre-
venting the troops and weapons from getting over
there, shutting down government offices, corpora-
tions with a vested interest in the war and the city
if necessary to stop this country from committing
genocide on a foreign country again. There were
radical actions against the war, but I came in con-
tact with none in Los Angeles.

Every protest became a routine. Protest orga-
nizers kept people from walking in the streets dur-
ing marches. Various socialist groups went
around trying to sell their newspapers and recruit
members. Signs tried to appease the media’s criti-
cism of protesters as unpatriotic with “Peace is Pa-
triotic” and “Support Our Troops. Bring Them
Home!” I saw the same people over and over again
sitting around listening to the same speakers over
and over again. I got sick of hearing politicians
and celebrities, who regardless of their unimpor-
tance always got a chance to speak, telling me to
pray to God for the troops to come home safely.
Some of the protests were as massive as any
group of people I’ve ever seen. But the protests
were so uninspiring when it became obvious that
you can scream, write letters, and display signs
and not make the slightest impression on those in
power who saw the mass protests as not even a
minor threat to their ever popular war that was so
adored by the majority of Americans and the me-
dia.

Protesters were waiting for a massacre or tones
of body bags or a draft to whip the movement into
action, but none came. Thousands of Iraqi sol-
diers and civilians were blown to pieces, while
American troops got in and out with only a 100 or
so young lives ended. The war became part of his-
tory while the anti-war movement was too unim-
portant to even warrant mention in future history
books. It’s quick end result probably had many

Hitting hard

protesters questioning if their former convictions
were wrong, had this war perhaps been just. As
protests dwindled and ended early, near the end of
the war. I could see the "What am I doing here?"
look on many faces.

I attended many protests in the hope of meet-
ing anarchist with similar views who might want
to create a more radical anti-war movement. I met
none, although I heard a few were there. I met
one guy who gave me a flyer for an anarchist
group in Whittier, and then a few days later hand-
ed me an RCP pamphlet. I saw people I knew, we
talked, usually had some kind of political argu-
ment or something, we marched, we collected the
usually worthless literature, perhaps we shouted,
we laughed at the pro-war protesters shouting
“USA” so boldly and displaying their obedience
to the powers that be, we listened to the speakers
and whatever usually sad Bob Dylan wannabe
they let on stage and then we left. Oh what a
threat to the war that was. What can only one
person do in such a situation? Very little, except
to find others who feel the same and amass them
and form a countermovement.

The movement had no chance of creating real
change, because it was riddled with knee jerking
liberalism and its reformist solutions just like the
decaying Democrat party. We protested long and
hard outside city hall on Saturday, when everyone
was free from their jobs, when a really radical
movement that wanted to stop the war would have
been there Monday through Friday trying to shut
the government machine down, so that people
would really have to take notice that a fuckin’  war
was going on with children having their arms
blown off, while they’re busy selling office sup-
plies. You could tell some of these folks hadn’t
put on their tiedyes since Vietnam.

The war that needs to be fought is the war
against the rich, who use the rest of the world as
cannon fodder for their monopoly games. The
next time they try to destroy a 3rd world country,
an effective anti-war movement needs to stop
them in their tracks. But their fucked  up monster
machine that grinds on everyday, killing and tor-
turing all the world’s inhabitants needs to be
stopped during “peacetime” and all those who as-
pire to create a better world must be the wrench in
their machine.









-Dan Wright-
I’m not sure what it is but nostalgic stories, especially true ones, are my favorites to read. This holds true for the

mainstream as well as the underground. Ray Bradbury always does a good job--we all remember “Something
Wicked This Way Comes.” Another story that I feel is one of the best I have ever read is ‘Testimony of Pilot” by Bar-
ry Hannah. Hopefully you realize my enjoyment of these stories. “Goonies” is also one of my favorite movies be-
cause of all the excitement those kids have. Granted, I have my share of exciting days, but never a day like those
Goonie kids. So with a touch of nostalgia you shall now enter my domain of “The Building Years.”

It is hard to piece together when or even  why I became interested  in building stuff but nevertheless it happened.
I remember our first house in Lauderhill (not more then two miles from where I currently live) where we lived from
when I was born till I turned eight. We lived in a small house with a small back yard which had a bowling alley be-
hind that. Somehow I met a kid who had a fort that stood on telephone pole stilts about ten feet from the ground in
his back yard. I remember climbing in and playing in it but about nothing else.  Perhaps this is what got me interest-
ed in forts.

I climbed trees in our front and back yard many times, always wishing I could build a tree fort. Sometimes I
brought out towels, sheets, and blankets and pseudo constructed a fort but realized it was only temporary. Some-
how, these building instincts led me to digging underground forts in the school playground. Unfortunately I didn’t
realize how bad it could be if one caved in on me. I usually came home with dirty hair and not much else besides
the fun of building and destroying the thing I and whoever else created.

In 1978 we moved into a town house and then in 1979 we moved to where I currently reside. Since very little
happened (not to mention I don’t remember too much) at the town house I will not dwell on that year. When we
moved into our new house there were only three houses on the whole block! So I was upset because friends would
be hard to find. One of the “unfortunate circumstances” that always seems to happen to me is right when you think
you have a “friend for life” they go off and move to a far away destination. I’ve lost most of my friends/people I got
along with this way. However, I moved this time (and was even glad) and was ready to start anew (yeah right).

I can not remember exactly what order I constructed/helped construct the nine forts I can recall building so I will
proceed in a order that is possibly correct. The last two forts I remember best but all the forts were done indepen-
dently so order is not really of concern. Some people  out their might wonder where all the supplies were gotten (i.e.
nails, wood, carped, drywall, shingles, what have you). Well, just remember that when I moved in there were only
three houses on our block and still 40+ to be erected. People might think this is the biggest scam I pulled because of
all the supplies gotten. Had I bought every item to build each of the forts I did the cost would have certainly run
over $1000 but I don’t think I ever spent  over $100
combined, on all nine forts, including saws, hing-
es, paint, etc. What we did (since I usually had
help) was ask the workers if we could have any
wood. The “scrap” pile was our major source of
wood which was of access to us most of the time.
When the workers went home we went through
the houses and collected nails (the ones they don’t
pick up off the floor), bottles (the deposited kind
which are not sold anymore brought in $l0-$20),
copper (only the scraps that were to be thrown
out anyhow, this brought in over $100,  and what-
ever else was useful. Now some people might be
mumbling under their breath about this and I 
would be as well, but let me elaborate further.
We saw how things worked (at 10 years of age)
when houses were erected: scrap piles were bur-
ied or hauled away (why do you think you have a
hill in your front yard in FLORIDA?), copper and
nails were usually swept into the scrap pile,  and
bottles were just asking to be taken. I considered
what we did as helping the construction crew get
rid of some excess garbage. Plus it made me look
like a full fledged environmentalist before I even

Tough times ahead scumbag



knew what that was. When in doubt we
asked or didn’t take and we never walked
off with a 4’x8’  piece of plywood or 8-12’
two-by-fours without asking or assuming
it for the taking. By now some people
will be convinced and yet others will still
be in doubt (as always). It is hard to con-
vince a doubter no matter how many facts
you present so to you people I could only
have  wished you were there.

One day just riding around I saw two
pallets of cinder blocks sitting in an emp-
ty field. This was really weird so I decid-
ed to use the blocks and construct a fort
similar to the houses the workers con-
structed. Luckily, or unfortunately (de-
pending on how you look at it) there was
no “free” cement around as well. I was
able to construct about a 5’ high 5x4’ fort
and found a piece of wood for the top. I
think after a couple days I got bored and
pushed down the walls and forgot about

the fort till recently. I’m not sure if the blocks were  used or made to create a hill in somcones front yard. Some mys-
teries will never be solved. However, the house where I built the fort currently has a hill in their front yard.

I recall building five forts next door to my house in an empty lot. I built one with a flat roof and entered through
the roof with no windows. To make it even worse, I put ceiling tiles  (probably the asbestos ones), my mom brought
from work, on the ceiling in the inside. This fort leaked  like a sieve even with shingles. The inside was a disaster as
well and when I saw roaches in the fort I opted for demolition. It was a crappy fort, so bad I can hardly remember
it.

Another fort near my house made use of almost everything a normal house did. When complete it was only
about four feet tall (sit down only) and maybe four feet by six or so feet long. The roof had tar paper and shingles to
protect against the weather and the insides had dry wall and carpet. This fort was so hot it was unbelievable. Be-
fore the fort became a novelty it was hit by a truck and totalled. At this time we had a trail leading from our street to
a major road, so occasionally a car/truck took this short cut. Unfortunately my fort was built a little bit on this path-
way. Whether it was intentional hit or not I'll never know.

Somehow a friend came across some wood down the trail (talked about above as pathway) in a “forest.” We used
his mini bike to transport the wood close to my house where we decided to build a grand fort. There was a few 4’x8’
pieces of plywood and 4x4’s and 2x4’s as well. The fort ended up being about 8x8x6’ (LxWxH) and was the biggest
we ever constructed. It was nice and many people helped  out although when I got pissed off after one kid did some-
thing I didn’t care for I kicked him out. He later, with other enemies of mine, attempted many times to destroy my
forts. Some other (bigger) kids somehow found some big Styrofoam blocks (4x2x2’) and decided they wanted to
make a raft with a 4x8’ from our fort. Of course I said no but was threatened so ended up giving in. After they had
their fun in the canal and left the raft behind a friend and I decided  to do the obvious. We reclaimed our wood and
nailed it back onto the original fort. They came back the next day and threatened some more so we attempted to re-
create their raft but the result was “not good enough.” Those mean  assholes decided they were going to destroy the
forts after school the next day. Surly enough that day came and my friend(Jeff) watched on the outside (being neu-
tral) while I watched on the inside pouting and being furious there was nothing I could do. The fort was destroyed
and I think they took the wood and ended up constructing their own “underground fort.” I believe I threatened to
destroy their fort but they convinced me otherwise-force, violence, threats, bigger and more friends, whatever it
was it worked. Who ever it was that said that children could really be cruel(I think it has something to do with im-
maturity) was right on the money.

The first two story fort I recall helping with was poorly built. Since the fort was basically in the middle of the
block many people had access to it. I can’t remember the fort but I do remember helping very little and their being
many candles within. I also remember a big black burn mark on some piece of wood on the inside. This fort is so
obscure in my memory, probably because I had so little influence with it and it didn’t really have anything of nota-
ble interest.

A friend by the name of David (we shall omit last names) and I decided to build a fort in his back yard. In fact it
was going to be a permanent addition to his house! There was a cement foundation about 4x4’ that jutted out from
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his house which we decided to use as our base. I asked him if his dad said it was alright to build this fort since we
were going to use cinder blocks and because it would be permanent and blend in with the house when completed.
He agreed and said it was ok with his dad so we proceeded. We got some cement, sand, and cinder blocks and be-
gan construction. We saw how construction workers built houses so we at least had an idea of how to lay the
blocks. After laying about four or five blocks a “relative” from Ohio, John-Paul, found me and was perplexed by
what we were doing. David’s dad for some reason came back to where we were and saw the construction and sim-
ply blew up. He yelled (loudly), kicked David really hard, and got a hose out to destroy our construction. Since his
dad was so furious I decided not to stick around to explain so I  left with John-Paul. It’s no use arguing with a man
in rage not to mention I did not want to get kicked that hard in the arse. I assume David was lying about his dad
saying yes and maybe it was that incident that led us to become enemies. Later on David and his friends (the guys I
kicked out of the hugehuge fort above) built a wood fort on the spot we were  trying to construct a permanent fort. David
turned into somewhat of a “Bad Boy” and I wouldn’t doubt it if he is or has currently served time. The more I think
about incidents like the above the more I wonder if such could have been that persons downfall.

Everything I remember well seems to have a major incident involved. I can usually remember really bad, sad,
scary, embarrassing, or really happy days but they have to be extremes--no mundane experiences. Something out of
the ordinary has to occur in order for mc remember. Ahh, I guess that’s life.

My good friend Jimmy whom still lives down the street  (although we don’t associate (?) with anymore) and I de-
cided to build a tee-pee fort behind  his house. The roof was about five feet high and the inside dimensions meas-
ured about 4x5’ at the floor. [Since I am relying 100% on memory the figures I quote are not always exact, just what I
remember as I write this up.] We built the fort, used tar paper and singles and the fort was the first one we created
that had no leaks. The secret--a much tilted roof-would have been nice to have known the before in order to avoid
all those leaky flat roof forts we had. This fort ended up lasting the 2nd longest, surviving over a year. The fort be-
came infested with insects so we visited it less and less. One day we saw what looked to be a black widow inside
the passageway. We thought about it and realized the fort had to come down, so it did.

As with all the forts the most exciting time was the constructing. After everything was done playing in and
around the fort didn’t seem very exciting. So as a fort got older we visited it less often and that is why most forts
lasted only a couple months if that. Next fort please.

In 1982 we got a little wise and took a picture of a fort we built. Some of my friends were more into fort building
then others and they were opt to offer some help. This fort [pict shown on first page] was constructed by Jimmy,
Daniel, myself and possibly another but I am not sure. As you can see we had to conform our forts to what wood
we had, not the other way around. Because we didn’t use power tools on any of the forts (till the last one) this was a
must. Our saws consisted of a handsaw (normal size) and a hack saw. We use both for wood. Our enemies at-
tempted many times to destroy this fort and in the end I believe they succeeded. They won a couple battles but
didn’t win the war because the next  and last fort existed the longest (over 3 years) and is definitely the best for I,
with the help of a few friends, ever  built.

To realize the remarkable achieve-
ment one must realize that all the above
forts were done when I was between 9
and 12. This last fort was done between
the ages of 12 and 16 (although most
was constructed while I was 12-14) not
to forget most of my friends that helped
were younger. The first picture was tak-
en March of 1983 and depicts the com-
pleted fort [pict on second page topl.
We drew plans and went from there
making sure to have a tilted roof so no
rain would enter. The very small win-
dow at the top of the fort is in the attic,
so essentially this was a two story fort.
A month later a drastic achievement can
be seen[picture  shown at right]. Do you
know what it is? Well they were start-
ing to build a house next door at the
time so we nccdcd to move the fort onto
my property. I believe we used levers
and a couple skate boards to move the

The truth ain’t nothing but the truth



fort about 10 feet to the right. Definitely
not an easy task, especially with a
couple thirteen year olds doing the mov-
ing. Also we raised the fort using levers
and put cinder blocks underneath to
keep  the bugs out. Paint and an addi-
tion (with no window) were also part of
this phase. The little addition did not
last very long because it ended up being
a hot box (especially with the shingles
and dry wall or carpet). If you look
closely you can see a lock to keep our
enemies from entering and destroying
the fort and I am happy to announce it
did its job.

We got bored of the hot box and de-
cided we needed a change.  The picture
to the right is the result. We knocked off
the roof and destroyed the hot box and
built up. Other wood was hard to find
because the whole block was almost
complete but we succeeded anyhow. So
the fort was now officially three stories high (12 feet). There was two real stories and a half attic with a door that
led onto a porch--all the comforts of home. As you can see there is a sprinkler where the fort once stood. Another
task was raising the fort up onto another cinder block to make it two cinder blocks high. This was done before the
porch but with the three stories intacted. Daniel and I used levers and at one time Daniel  got a finger or two

crushed between the fort and a cinder
block, luckily we were able to finish with
no harm done. One time we had a baskct-
ball goal on the back and shot and dunked
basketballs. The canal was always a cul-
prit for rebounds, fortunately we never
lost a ball (right? Come to think of it I am
not sure but I still have my soccer ball
so...) The picture below is the demolish-
ing effect of the fort. Jose and I did the
complete job and ended up with a 4’ high
and 10’ wide pile  of wood. The wood was
all brought down the trail and dumped
over a small hill where no one goes or
lives. It has pretty much biodegraded by
now.

Never, throughout building all the
forts, even the three story fort, did I be-
come uncomfortable  with instability. All
the forts were built with instinct and
knowledge gained by watching the con-
struction around our block. For the last

fort we utilized a Jigsaw which allowed us to cut the wood to conform to the fort--finally. The most exciting times
were the searching and constructing because it kept us busy. After awhile the forts eventually became a novelty and
that is the reason for their demise. This last fort had lasted over three years and had to come down before it fell
down or someone got hurt. So in April of 1986  the tallest and longest lasting fort of our block came down. It was a
sad day but we had fun destroying it.

We made the most of what we had from 1979-1986  and forts were a major result. Its not everyday that one has
the opportunity to accomplish something (like fort building) but my advice is to go with you instincts and tackle the
opportunity, especially if it is something you enjoy doing. One last thing I would like to know, whose the one who
said there was no such thing as a free lunch ? [Actually they were right but it didn’t seem to be the case during the
building years.]

Nothing ventured nothing gained



GET MOTIVATED!
Sometimes, and I’m not sure why, it is very hard for me to get out and get things done. Like making copies of this

zine or going out to get something I need. I need to be motivated much of the time. Luckily I have my music and
quotes to get me going. It is really a big plus. I often need to reassure myself that the apocalypse is not going to re-
sult because of me doing or saying something stupid. Perhaps that is why I am not that out going. Whatever the
reason when I do go out, especially when doing something I’ve never done before I have to feed myself positive af-
firmations. As before, music, thoughts, quotes, and realizing that it won’t be the end of the world usually get me out
of the house. And if it is (the end of the world) then I have nothing to worry about--RIGHT?

This is a thinking persons zine, in case you have not noticed. Think about what is said and get your brain work-
ing. Hopefully some changes will occur. If this zine gets to you, you read it and set it aside like any other magazine
without much thought then everything I have done is for naught. "You get out of it what you put into it." A true
saying indeed. If you keep an attitude that the world owes you a life, job or this and that then you’ll get nowhere. I
have noticed on many occasions that a job or certain someone or what have you is not going to appear at my door or
come to me. Given an infinite amount of possibilities I guess it could but you would either wait a long time or have
to be someone famous. But those famous people did not get where they are by waiting for the fame to find them,
they found the fame. I try to live up to my own words although it doesn’t always happen. I guess if everybody did
what they said they wanted or were going to do this world would be a totally different place-but it’s not! So what
should you get after reading this zine, how should you feel ? I would hope one could feel stronger about themselves,
have more self-respect and feel that they can do such-and-such instead of thinking they can’t (of course we all have
limitations). Not being afraid to speak ones mind and when doing so be able to laugh it off instead of being so tense.
We all know the sadness that exist in this world but if one keeps dwelling on all the negatives then that person will
most likely feel depressed most of the time. Not fun. Have some fun, laugh, think, metamorphocize, be yourself,
and get motivated. Because if you don’t, who will for y o u ?

A passage from Looking out for #1: 
"Well, I made it long ago, and you

know what? It’s all bullshit. It doesn’t
mean a damn thing. I tell you, Nature’s
made a fool of man, and the biggest fool
of all is me. Here I sit, in poor health, ex-
hausted from years of playing the game,
well aware that time is running out, and
I keep asking myself "Now what, Gen-
ius? What’s your next brilliant move go-
ing to be?" All that time I spent worry-
ing, maneuvering...,it  was meaningless.
Life is nothing but a big hoax. We think
were so damn important, but the truth is
were nothing." --Harold Hart
This is your life and you do what you want to do.--XTC 

“Welcome to
your life, there’s

no turning
back, even

while we sleep,
we will find

you acting on
your best be-
havior turn

your back on
mother nature,

Everybody
wants to rule
the world.”

Tears for Fears

The so-called competitive attitude, as we have come
to view it, can lead to several bad consequences. It can
drain energy, make you look foolish, totally frustrate
you--which can adversely affect your attitude when fac-
ing more important challenges, and it can make ene-
mies of people who might be valuable acquaintances if
you were dealing with them on a casual and relaxed ba-
sis. -R.J. Ringer Looking out for #1

There’s nothing to fear but fear itself.--Oingo  Boingo

I’d Pick More Daisies

If I had my life to live over again, I’d try to make
more mistakes next time. I would relax. I would limber
up. I would be sillier then I have been this trip. I know
of a very few things I would take seriously. I would
take more trips. I would climb more mountains, swim
more rivers and watch more sunsets. I would do more
walking and looking. I would eat more ice cream and
less beans. I would have more actual troubles and few-
er imaginary ones. You see, I am one of those people
who lives prophylactically and sensibly and sanely
hour after hour, day after day. Oh, I’ve had my mo-
ments; and if I had it to do over again, I’d have more of
them. In fact, I’d try to have nothing else. Just mo-
ments, one after another instead of living so many years
ahead each day. I have been one of those people who
never go anywhere without a thermometer, a hot water
bottle, a gargle, a raincoat, aspirin, and a parachute. If I
had it to do over again, I would go places, do things
and travel lighter then I have.

If I had my life to live over, I would start barefooted
earlier in the spring and stay that way later in the fall. I
would play hookey more, I wouldn’t make much good
grades except by accident. I would ride on more merry-
go-rounds. I’d pick more daisies.

-Brother Jeremiah
I

“Help me make the most of freedom and of pleasure, nothing ever last forever...“--Tears for Fears
This is the last page--and that’s the way it is
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